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Genome Instability in Cancer Development (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology)Springer, 2006

	Research over the past decades has firmly established the genetic basis of cancer. In particular, studies on animal tumour viruses and chromosome rearrangements in human tumours have concurred to identify so-called ‘proto-oncogenes’ and ‘tumour suppressor genes’, whose deregulation promotes carcinogenesis. These...
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Pancreatitis and Its Complications (Clinical Gastroenterology)Humana Press, 2004

	Diseases of the pancreas have been extremely difficult to study. Until relatively recently, the pancreas was viewed by surgeons as an organ to be avoided, given its deep retroperitoneal location and the sometimes severe consequences of manipulation. Similar difficulties have plagued careful study of the pancreas. In humans, only inf- quently...
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Textbook of Personalized MedicineSpringer, 2009
Personalized medicine, which simply means selection of treatment best suited for an individual, involves integration and translation of several new technologies in clinical care of patients. The scope is much broader than indicated by the term genomic medicine because many non-genomic factors are taken into consideration in developing...
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Phenomenology of Space and Time: The Forces of the Cosmos and the Ontopoietic Genesis of Life: Book Two (Analecta Husserliana)Springer, 2014

	This work celebrates the investigative power of phenomenology to explore the phenomenological sense of space and time in conjunction with the phenomenology of intentionality, the invisible, the sacred, and the mystical. It examines the course of life through its ontopoietic genesis, opening the cosmic sphere to logos. The work also explores,...
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Why We Fight: One Man's Search for Meaning Inside the RingEcco, 2019

	
		A physical and philosophical mediation on why we are drawn to fight each other for sport, what happens to our bodies and brains when we do, and what it all means

		

		Anyone with guts or madness in him can get hit by someone who knows how; it takes a different kind of madness, a more persistent...
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Applications of Biotechnology in OncologyHumana Press, 2013

	Applications of Biotechnology in Oncology collects key writings by Kewal K. Jain on the most important contributions of biotechnology to cancer research, particularly to the molecular diagnosis of cancer and drug delivery in cancer for personalized management of patients. Basics of various “omics” technologies and their...
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Tissue and Organ Regeneration in AdultsSpringer, 2001

	Tissue engineering is the first discipline of bioengineering which explicitly integrates molecular biology with physics and chemistry. It emphasizes research in the synthesis of new tissues and organs in vivo and in vitro. The treatment is uniform and deliberately directed toward the different backgrounds of students from the physical and...
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Systems Biology for Traditional Chinese MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The application of systems biology methods to Traditional Chinese Medicine


	Emphasizing the harmony of the human body with the environment, Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has evolved over thousands of years. It is a systemic theory derived from clinical experience, the philosophy of holism and systematology, and the...
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Cereal Genomics: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2019

	
		The objective of this volume is to detail current technologies associated with cereal genomics, providing a valuable resource for researchers working in breeding and molecular crop improvement programs. Chapters guide readers through high-throughput DNA extraction protocols, crop genetic resources, meta-Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL)...
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Earth Science: An Illustrated Guide to Science (Science Visual Resources)Chelsea House Publications, 2006

	"Earth Science: An Illustrated Guide to Science" is one of eight volumes of "Facts On File's" new "Science Visual Resources" set. Containing six sections, a comprehensive glossary, a Web site guide, and an index, Biology is an ideal learning tool for students and teachers of science. Full-colour diagrams,...
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Bionanotechnology: Lessons from NatureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Today is the most exciting time to be working in nanotechnology, and bionanotechnology
	in particular. Chemistry, biology, and physics have revealed
	an immense amount of information on molecular structure and
	function, and now we are poised to make use of it for atomic-level engineering.
	New discoveries are being made every day, and...
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The Plausibility of Life: Resolving Darwin's DilemmaYale University Press, 2005

	In the 150 years since Darwin, the field of evolutionary biology has left a glaring gap in understanding how animals developed their astounding variety and complexity. The standard answer has been that small genetic mutations accumulate over time to produce wondrous innovations such as eyes and wings. Drawing on cutting-edge research across...
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